New Acquisitions
January – April 2005


ORNAMENTAL FISH//FISH CULTURE//MARINE FISH//RESOURCE CONSERVATION//RESOURCE MANAGEMENT


SPORT FISHING//FISH CATCH STATISTICS//LOGBOOKS//CATCH/EFFORT//PLECOGLOSSUS ALTIVELIS//JAPAN


WETLANDS//RESOURCE MANAGEMENT//RURAL DEVELOPMENT//COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT//SUSTAINABILITY//SOCIOECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT//ECONOMIC GROWTH//WORLDFISH CENTER CONTRIB.NO 1741//MEKONG RIVER


FOOD SECURITY//FOOD SUPPLY//EMERGENCY RELIEF//HOUSEHOLDS//DISASTERS//BANGLADESH


DEVELOPING COUNTRIES//POVERTY//ECONOMIC SITUATION

16286 - Koo, B.; Pardey, P.G.; Wright, B.D.; Bramel, P.; Debouck, D.; Vab. Saving seeds: the economics of conserving crop genetic resources ex situ in the future harvest centres of the CGIAR. Wallingford, UK:
SEED CROPS//GERMINATION//CROPS//GERmplasm//PLANT GENETIC RESOURCES


GEOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS//SPATIAL ANALYSIS (STATISTICS)


FISH CULTURE//FISH DISEASES//DISEASE CONTROL//FISHERY REGULATIONS//AQUACULTURE DEVELOPMENT//NUTRITION


MARKETING


FUND RAISING//RESEARCH SUPPORT//SUBSIDIES//NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS--FINANCE


FUND RAISING


CORAL REEFS//RESOURCE CONSERVATION//CORAL REEFS--CARIBBEAN AREA//CORAL REEF ECOLOGY--CARIBBEAN AREA//ENDANGERED ECOSYSTEMS--CARIBBEAN AREA//CARIBBEAN


MARINE ECOLOGY//COLLECTED PAPERS


MARINE ECOLOGY//COLLECTED PAPERS


MARINE ECOLOGY//COLLECTED PAPERS


MARINE ECOLOGY//COLLECTED PAPERS


MARINE ECOLOGY//COLLECTED PAPERS


PEARL CULTURE //PINCTADA MARGARITIFERA//SOLOMON I.


SUBSIDIES--AMERICA--DIRECTORIES//LOANS--AMERICA--DIRECTORIES//GRANTS


FISHES//POLLUTION EFFECTS//POPULATION
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AGRICULTURE//AGRICULTURAL INNOVATIONS


DEVELOPING COUNTRIES//COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT//PARTICIPATION


MARINE ECOLOGY//COLLECTED PAPERS


MARINE FISH//LARVAE//CARIBBEAN


REEF FISH//MORTALITY RATE//GROWTH RATE//HAEMULID

WATER MANAGEMENT//RIVER BASINS//DEVELOPING COUNTRIES//POVERTY//AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT//WATER USE EFFICIENCY


BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY CONSERVATION//NATURE CONSERVATION


FRESHWATER FISH//FISH PONDS//FISH CULTURE


FRESHWATER FISH//FISH PONDS//POND CULTURE//FISHERY MANAGEMENT


FOOD RELIEF--DEVELOPING COUNTRIES//FOOD SUPPLY--AFRICA//FOOD SECURITY--DEVELOPING COUNTRIES//SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT//ECONOMIC CONDITIONS//NUTRITION//AFRICA


INDUSTRIAL SAFETY--LAW AND LEGISLATION--MALAYSIA//INDUSTRIAL HYGENE--LAW AND LEGISLATION--MALAYSIA

MARINE ECOLOGY//COLLECTED PAPERS


GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS//FISHERY SCIENCES//AQUATIC SCIENCES


COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT--DEVELOPING COUNTRIES//ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS//PARTICIPATION


ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE, DOMESTIC//RURAL DEVELOPMENT//SMALL BUSINESS--DEVELOPING COUNTRIES//MICROFINANCE//BUSINESS ENTERPRISES


CORAL REEFS//MONITORING//MANUALS


FISCAL POLICIES//FISHERY DEVELOPMENT//FISHERY MANAGEMENT


FISCAL POLICIES//FISHERY DEVELOPMENT//FISHERY MANAGEMENT


ARTISANAL FISHING//FOOD SECURITY//FISHERIES//SMALL SCALE FISHERIES


FISHERIES//FINANCING//SUBSIDIES//FISHERY RESOURCES//FISHERY MANAGEMENT

FISHERIES///MEDITERRANEAN


FISHERY MANAGEMENT///LAKE TANGANYIKA


AQUACULTURE///INFORMATION SYSTEMS///MEDITERRANEAN


COASTAL FISHERIES///FISHERIES DEVELOPMENT///FISHERY MANAGEMENT///SOUTHERN INDIAN OCEAN///WESTERN INDIAN OCEAN